Multi-Entity Management
Consolidates multiple entities into a single powerful database

Multi-Entity
Management

Centralizes ERP business processes
Enhances financial visibility
Is embedded within Microsoft Dynamics GP (cloud or on-premise)

Advantages of using Multi-Entity Management
Flexible For Your Operations

One Single Database

Operate in decentralized or centralized
mode with processing functions such as
AP, AR, payroll, SOP, POP, and more

Efficiently deliver complex business
processes in Dynamics GP from
different entities within a single
database and eliminate the need to
log in and out of several single entity
databases

“I don’t know why anyone
would set up multiple
databases in Dynamics GP
after seeing Multi-Entity
Management from Binary
Stream.”
Scott McFarland,
President of Control Tower
Consulting

Centralized Payment Processing
Allows for a corporate head office or parent entity to send one
check to a vendor for all entities including itself with proper
intercompany distributions during payment processing.

Centralized Receipt Processing
Corporate head office or parent entity can apply a single receipt
from one customer to all entities including itself with proper
intercompany distributions during receipt processing.

Centralized Payroll Processing
Process payroll for the entire organization that is paid through a
central cash account.

Fully Automated Intercompany
Processing
Intercompany entries posted with
the originating transactions with
full audit trail for posted/voided/
corrected entries as well as performing
Intercompany entries for transactions
such as transferring fixed assets between
entities, transferring inventory between
entities and bank transfers between
entities.

Centralized Invoicing
Bill from a corporate head office or parent entity and fulfill stock
from other entities.

Centralized Purchase Order Processing
Process a single purchase order for multiple entities and receipt
for one entity or multiple entities.

Create Arms Length Transactions
A sales invoice for entity A that is a payables invoice for entity B
can be created using Multi-Entity Management.
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